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BEFORE  THE  MEMBER,  MOTOR  ACCIDENT  CLAIMS

TRIBUNAL:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::NALBARI

        MAC Case No.148 (Injury) of 2005

Parties:- 
Sri Gautam Talukdar                    - Claimant

    -V E R S U S-
1. Md Muzaherul Haque

2. Sri Dilip Kr. Roy 

3. The New India Assurance Co. Ltd           - Opp. Parties.

Present: -   Sri A. Bhattacharyya, A.J.S,
            Presiding Officer/ Member,

       MACT, Nalbari.
Appearance:-
For the claimant         : Ld. Advocate  Sri Sunil Ch. Pandit

For the Opp. No. 3      : Ld. Advocate Sri Chandan Malakar

Date of Argument        : 03.11.18.

Date of Judgment        : 14.11.18.

      ( J U  D  G  M  E  N  T )
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This  Tribunal has taken up the present  case for disposal

after the case was remanded by the Hon'ble Gauhati High Court

by its judgment and order dated 26.03.18 passed in MAC Appeal

No. 239 of 2012, directing, inter alia, that the claimant be given

the opportunity to produce the Doctor for examination and cross-

examination and thereafter to pass the judgment and award by

taking  into  account  what  has  been  stated  in  the  aforesaid

judgment and order dated 26.03.18.

Brief  facts  of  the  case  is  that  the  claimant,  Sri  Gautam

Talukdar  was  driving  one  Ambulance  bearing  Regd  No.  AS-01-

F/5501 from Bongaigaon towards Guwahati on 20.04.05. However,

when  he  reached  a  place  called  Sakabousi  on  the  National

Highway  under  Sarbhog  P.S.,  the  offending  Truck  No.  AS-19-

A/0092 coming from the opposite direction in a very high speed as

well as in a rash and negligent manner hit the Ambulance which

the claimant was driving. The aforesaid truck was insured with OP

No 3, the New India Assurance Company Limited.

As a result of the aforesaid accident the claimant sustained

grievous injuries like communited fracture of left tibia, dislocation

of hip joint and other multiple injuries in different parts of his

body. After initial treatment as Sarbhog SHC, the claimant was
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brought  to  Nalbari  Civil  Hospital,  the  doctors  whereof  again

referred  him  to  GMCH,  Guwahati  for  better  treatment.   The

claimant  was  admitted  at  GMCH,  Guwahati  from 20.04.05  and

discharged on 13.05.05. Thereafter also, the claimant had to take

treatment  for  a  long  time.  According  to  the  claimant  he  has

become permanently disabled and in this connection the District

Social Welfare Officer, Nalbari issued him Permanent Disablement

Certificate after the claimant was examined by a Board of Doctors.

In  the  first  round  of  litigation,  the  claimant  filed  the

application under section 166 and 140 of the Motor Vehicles Acts

claiming compensation of Rs. 6,50,000/- on different heads, which

was registered and numbered as MAC Case No. 148/05. 

In the said case before my Ld. Predecessor-in-office, the  OP

no 1 and 2 filed a written statement but thereafter they did not

effectively contest the case. The OP no 1 and 2 also did not cross-

examine the claimant. The case also proceeded ex parte against

OP no 3, Insurance Company vide order dated 25.05.07. 

Based on the pleadings, my Ld. Predecessor-in-office framed

issues and based on materials on record including the evidence

and thereafter passed judgment and order dated 25.03.11 holding
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that though the total compensation stood at Rs. 20,000/- but as

two vehicles were involved in the accident which was a head-on-

collision but as the owner and insurer of the Ambulance were not

made as parties and only one vehicle (truck) was impleaded,   my

Ld.  Predecessor-in-office  directed  that  OP  no  3,  New  India

Assurance Company Limited is liable to pay Fifty percent (50%) of

the total awarded sum, i.e,  Rs. 10,000/- only as insurer of the

offending Truck. It may be mentioned herein that no doctor or

officer of the Social Welfare Department was examined to prove

the disability of the claimant. 

Being  aggrieved  by  and  dissatisfied  with  the  aforesaid

judgment and award dated 25.03.11 passed by my Ld. Predecessor-

in-office, the claimant preferred MAC Appeal No. 239/2012 before

the Hon'ble Gauhati High Court.

Upon  receipt  of  the  aforesaid  judgment  and  order  dated

26.03.18 passed by Hon'ble Gauhati  High Court along with the

LCR,  by  order  dated  02.05.2018,  this  Tribunal  directed  the

claimant to take steps for service of notice upon the OP No. 3,

New India Assurance Company Limited. 

After remand of the present case to this Tribunal, the OP No
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3,  Insurance Company filed its  written statement.  The claimant

was  also  cross-examined  by  Ld  Counsel  for  the  Insurance

Company. Thereafter, the claimant also adduced the evidence of

one official of the District Social Welfare Office, Nalbari as PW-2

and  one  Dr  Trailakya  Haloi  working  as  Senior  Sub-Divisional

Medical and Health Officer, Nalbari Civil Hospital and who was

also a member of the Medical Board as PW-3. Both PW-2 and PW-

3 were  cross-examined by Ld Counsel for the Insurance Company.

However,  the  Insurance  Company  did  not  adduce  any  rebuttal

evidence. 

By order dated 13.07.18 it was held that the issues which

were already framed and are on record shall suffice. 

The issues framed by  my Ld Predecessor-in-office are as

follows.

(i)    Whether the claimant is entitled to get any 

compensation and if so, to what extent and against 

whom?

(ii)   What other relief or reliefs the claimant is entitled to?

I have heard Sri S. C. Pandit, Ld. Counsel for the claimant
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and Sri Chandan Malakar, Ld. Counsel for the OP no 3, Insurance

Company. 

I  have  also  gone  through  the  case  record  including  the

evidence,  both  oral  and  documentary  as  well  as  the  written

argument filed on behalf of the claimant. 

Decision with reasons
Issue Nos 1 and 2

Both  the  issues  are  taken  up  together  for  the  sake  of

convenience and brevity. 

The Hon'ble Gauhati High Court in its judgment and order

dated  26.03.18  clearly  held  that  the  offending vehicle  was the

vehicle (Truck) which came and hit the Ambulance driven by the

claimant.  The  Hon'ble  High  Court  further  held  that  my  Ld

Predecessor-in-office  erred  in  arriving  at  a  conclusion  that  two

vehicles were involved and as such both the vehicles should share

the liability. 

In  view  of  the  above  clear  finding  and  decision  of  the

Hon'ble  Gauhati  High  Court,  the  issue  regarding  rash  and
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negligent  driving  no  longer  survives  for  determination  by  this

Tribunal. 

After remand of the case by the Hon'ble Gauhati High Court

and during the inquiry before this Tribunal, the claimant examined

one Sri Paban Kumar Haloi working as Junior Asst. in the office of

the Social Welfare Officer, Nalbari as PW-2 and Dr Trailakya Haloi

as PW-3 to prove his permanent disability.

Said PW-2 stated that  the District  Social  Welfare Officer,

Nalbari  issued  a  disability  Certificate  on  12.02.2008  to  the

claimant,  Sri  Gautam  Talukdar  vide  card  No.  AS/NLB/LD/2489

which  was  exhibited  as  Ext-13.  PW-2  further  stated  that  the

District Medical Board comprising of the Joint Director of Health

Service, Nalbari as Chairman with four other doctors was held on

12.12.07 which after examination held that the claimant, Gautam

Talukdar had 45% locomotor disability. 

The claimant also examined Dr. Trailakya Haloi as PW-3 who

is working as Senior Sub-Divisional Medical and Health Officer,

Nalbari Civil Hospital. 

Said PW-3 who was also a member of the Medical Board as
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Orthopedic  specialist  stated  that  the  Medical  Board  found  the

claimant to be an old case of RTA with posterior dislocation of left

hip joint with fracture of acetabulum floor of left hip joint. The

Medical board after examining the available medical records and

after physical  and clinical  examination opined that the claimant

had 45% disability of locomotor type. He further stated that the

disability was of permanent type. He further stated that there is

no chance of recovery as the injuries were of the claimant's hip

joint. 

It  may  be  mentioned  herein  that  the  claimant  clearly

admitted during his cross-examination that he had not submitted

any income certificate or his professional driving license before

this Tribunal. 

The evidence on record reveals that  the  claimant  was

aged about 22 years at the time of accident  and the appropriate

multiplier for the said age is 18 according to the decision of Sarla
Verma Vs. Delhi  Transport Corporation.

The claimant has filed various  cash memos and vouchers

regarding the treatment which were scrutinized and examined at

the time of arguments by the Tribunal  in presence of  and with
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the  assistance  of  ld.  Counsels  of  both  the  claimant  and  the

Insurance Co.

  After such scrutiny and verification, it is found that the

claimant has submitted vouchers and cash memos for an amount

of Rs.24,000/-(approx) to which the  claimant is entitled.

The claimant  has asserted that he was a professional driver

having  monthly income of Rs. 4,000/-. The accident occurred in

the year 2005 but as stated above, the claimant has not filed or

exhibited his driving license. As such, the monthly income of the

claimant is taken to be Rs.2,500/-.

Ld.  counsel  for  the  claimant  has  submitted  that  as  the

claimant was aged 22 years he should be given the benefit of

future prospect of his income at the rate of 40% increase.

Now 40% of Rs.2,500/- is Rs.1,000/- and accordingly  after

giving the benefit of  future prospect,  the monthly income  comes

to Rs.2,500/- +  Rs.1,000/- = Rs.3,500/-.

Though the doctor and the disability card reveal that the

claimant has 45% disability, as stated above the claimant has not
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filed  his  driving license.  Further  he admitted during his  cross-

examination that after 2008, the claimant did not go for review of

his  disability  certificate.  He  further  stated  that  he  had  not

submitted any medical document of his recent treatment. 

Therefore,  as  per  the  decision  of  Raj  Kr.  Vs.  Ajay  Kr.
reported in  (2011)  1  SCC 343, the disability  of the claimant

with respect to his  whole body is taken to be 30%.

Therefore,  the calculation and assessment of  loss of future

earning will be as follows :-

(a) Annual income before the accident   Rs.3,500/-  X 12 

 = Rs.42,000/-.

(b) Loss  of  future  earning  P.A.  (30%   of  the  prior  annual

income)  Rs.42,000/- X   30%   = Rs. 12,600/-.

(c) Multiplier applicable  with regards to age 18.

(d)Loss of future earning  Rs. 12,600/- X  18  = Rs.2,26,800/-.

Further, amount of  Rs. 24,000- is awarded to the claimant

on the head of expenses incurred towards  medical treatment.

Further, taking into account  the nature of injuries sustained

by  the  claimant,  an  amount  of  Rs.20,000/-  is  awarded  to  the
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claimant on the head of  pain and suffering.

   Thus,  in  total,   the  claimant is  entitled  to  Rs.2,26,800-  +

Rs.24,000/- + Rs.20,000/- =  Rs. 2,70,800/- (Rupees Two Lakhs
Seventy Thousand Eight Hundred ) only .

Now,  coming  to  the  question  as  to  by  whom  the

compensation  amount  is  to  be  borne,  as  the  offending  vehicle

(Truck) was duly insured with the opposite party No.3, the New

India Assurance Co. Ltd., therefore, the compensation amount is to

be borne by the said Insurance Co.

The Ld Counsel for the claimant has submitted that interest

@ 9% per annum be awarded on the compensation amount from

the date of filing of the claim petition i.e 04.06.05. 

However, the fact remains that the claimant did not examine

any doctor before this Tribunal in the first round of litigation. In

the  appeal  filed  by  the  claimant,  the  Hon'ble  High Court  was

pleased to allow the claimant to adduce the evidence of doctor to

prove  his  permanent  disability  by  remanding  the  case  to  this

Tribunal. 
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After  receipt  of  the  judgment  and  order  dated  26.03.18

passed by Hon'ble Gauhati High Court along with the LCR, the

case record was put up before me on 02.05.18. Therefore, it is

directed  that  the  Insurance  Company  should  pay  the  awarded

amount of compensation within 60 days from today failing which

interest @ 9% be calculated on and from 02.05.18, i.e, the date on

which  the  case  record  was  put  up  before  this  Tribunal  after

remand of the case. 

                        (  O  R  D   E  R  )

   In the result, the claim petition filed by the claimant is

allowed. The total amount of compensation to the tune of   Rs.
2,70,800/-  (Rupees  Two  Lakhs  Seventy  Thousand  Eight
Hundred ) only as calculated on different heads is awarded to the

claimant. The opposite party No.3, the New India Assurance Co.

Ltd. is directed to pay the said amount of compensation to the

claimant within 60 days from today failing which interest @ 9% be

calculated on and from 02.05.18, i.e, the date on which the case

record was put up before this Tribunal after remand of the case

on the awarded amount until realization.

Let  a  copy  of  the  judgment  be  furnished  to  all  the
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concerned  parties  within  15  (fifteen)  days  from  today  as  per

Provisions of Section 168 (2) of the M.V. Act.

This MAC Case is disposed of accordingly, on contest.

Judgment prepared, signed and pronounced, today the 14th

 Day of November, 2018 in the open court.

      Presiding Officer/ Member, 

                         MACT, Nalbari.

   Dictated & corrected by me. 

 Presiding Officer/ Member, MACT, 

 Nalbari. 
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 MAC Case No. 148 (Injury) of 2005
               (  O  R  D  E  R )

14.11.2018.

Both sides are present.

Judgment prepared in separate sheets are appended in the

case record.

 In  the  result,  the  claim petition  filed  by  the  claimant  is

allowed. The total amount of compensation to the tune of   Rs.
2,70,800/-  (Rupees  Two  Lakhs  Seventy  Thousand  Eight
Hundred ) only as calculated on different heads is awarded to the

claimant. The opposite party No.3, the New India Assurance Co.

Ltd. is directed to pay the said amount of compensation to the

claimant within 60 days from today failing which interest @ 9% be

calculated on and from 02.05.18, i.e, the date on which the case

record was put up before this Tribunal after remand of the case

on the awarded amount until realization.

This MAC Case is disposed of accordingly, on contest.

 
     Presiding Officer/ Member,

                                                 MACT, Nalbari. 


